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• Abstract. 

r 
We—report a -g-tafly-pf l(he impurity-radiation damage interaction 

for In in silver. Time-differential perturbed angular correlation experi

ments vere carried out on Cd, the radioactive daughter of In produced 

and recoiled in Ag following the Ag (a,2n) In nuclear reaction. All 

irradiations vere performed at 8ÛK. The dose-rate and annealing temperature 

dependences of the defect-induced quadrupole interaction on Cd were inves

tigated. Clear differences are observed between the effects of correlated 

damage (the impurity interacting with the damage created by its own recoil) 

and uncorrelated damage (where the impurity is submitted to the influence 

of other damage cascades)J In the former case (low dose-rate experiments), 

about 6% of the In impurities are subject to a well-defined quadrupole 

interaction which is ascribed to a near-neighbor vacancy. This proportion 

is temperature-independent up to 500 K» but the amplitude of the quadrupole 

frequency is reduced by a factor of three between 300 and 400 K. Assuming 

vacancy release by the impurity, this would lead to a binding energy of 

0.34(15)eV. The remainder of the In nuclei are subject to a distribution 

of quadrupole interactions presumably due to a statistical repartition of 

lattice defects at some distance from the impurities. The width of the dis

tribution changes upon annealing : a clear transition takes place at 200 K, 

whicK. is the divacancy mobility threshold in Ag deduced from resistivity 

experiments. When cascade overlap occurs (high dose-rate experiments)) no 

inpurity-defect trapping is evidenced but a distribution of quadrupole i'ate*-

ractions due to surrounding damage is still found. From these expérimente» 

r-ru. 
an order of magnitude of the damage cascade "size" is deduced.[Our results 

axe discussed in terms of available information on the impurity-damage inte-

*** 
raction in various hosts ; a compilation of a|& results on the impurity-va

cancy interaction fco^vji to. "us is also presented "Eh the paper-
2 



K Introduction 

The study of the interaction betvjocn impurities and point defects has 

so far been developed mainly by using "macroscopic" techniques (such as resisti

vity measurements). However these techniques only provide a measure of averaged 

quantities over the whole sample. Recently, "microscopic" techniques -such as 

hyperfine interaction ' (HFI)or lattice location experiments- have been introduced 

t ©'measure the effects of the impurity-defect interaction on the impurity itself. 

The iinpurity-defect interaction may be produced in two different vays. 

À substitutional (undamaged) alloy may bs irradiated at low temperature by fast 

particles (generally electrons or neutions) to create defects vhosc position in 

the lattice is not correlated with thac of the impurities- Annealing of the sani-

ple induces defect mobility, thus favoring the interaction. Alternatively, ra

diation damage may be produced by implantation of the impurity itself, so that 

a strong correlation exists between the impurity's position and the distribu

tion of defects accompanying its implantation. Impurity implantation may be 

performed by means of an isotope separator or by a recoil following a nuclear 

reaction : the impurity and defect concentrations in the implanted zone arc 

much loiter in the latter case. 

He describe an investigation, by time-differential perturbed angular 

correlation (TDPAC) experiments, of the correlated impurity-defect interaction 

at 80K. in silver. The impurities are In i.uclci recoiling in silver after the 

Ag(ct,2n) In nuclear reaction. AfLer irradiation at îîOK, a complex qtiKt'iu-

3 



- pole interaction is found, due to the breakdown of cubic symmetry induced by 

defects in the vicinity of In impurities. Our results differ considerably 

L 
from those of lîchar and Steffcn who performed the first such TDPAC experiment 

after roora-teniperature irradiation at very high a-particle dose-rates. Our 

first results were reported some time ago. fclore recent TDl'AD experiments * on 

other fee metals showed results very similar to these.This indicates that the nature 

of the impurity-defect interaction may be more sensitive to the implantation (or 

irradiation) parameters (such as temperature, dose and dose-rate) than to the 

detailed properties of the impurity and aost. We have previously demonstrated 

the strong influence of the incoming ot-particle dose-rate on the impurity-damage 

interaction* Here, we report a systematic study of the annealing properties of 

1 1 1 . 9 

the itg In system at various irradiation dose-rates. A preliminary account 

of these results has been published. At low dose-rate, when lu nuclei presu

mably interacts with defects created by their own damage cascade, trapping at 

80K of a vac&ncy by a small fraction of In impurities is evidenced. 

The detrapping behavior allows a measurement of the In impurity-

vacancy binding energy. At higher dose-rate, the interaction between defect-

cascades leads to a rather different, TDPAC pattern. In this case, no vacancy 

trapping is found after irradiation at 80K, Information on the damage cascade 

"size" at 80K may be deduced from our results. 

In order to put these results in perspective, Section 2 of this paper 

presents a brief survey of available information on the impurity-defect interac

tion. 

2. Impurity-point defect interactions in metal 

The existence of impurity-defect interactions has been documented for 

some time . It has been shown that resistivity annealing stages I £, II and IV 



are particularly sensitive to the impurity concentration, size and electronic 

structure. We wish to emphasize first that the nature of the impurity-defect 

interaction may depend on the conditions under which it is produced. 

2.1. Origin of the impurity-defect interaction 

Two different sources of the impurity-defect interaction may be con

sidered. First (Method A),assume that lattice defects are produced uniformly 

throughout a dilute alloy sample (e.g. via electron irradiation or quenching) ; 

when thermally activated, the various types of defects migrate randomly and 

may be trapped at impurities. In this case, there is no correlation between the 

defect- and impurity distributions before defect motion. Standard resistivity 

or electron microscopy studies usually refer to this situation. A stable impu

rity-defect complex is formed if the corresponding binding energy is positive. 
12 The latter is the sum of an elastic and an electronic terra, as discussed in 

Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 

Secondly (Method B), consider the case where impurities are introduced 

into a pure metal host by ion implantation or by recoil following a nuclear re

action. The stopping ion's energy deposition produces a displacement cascade 

-or a displacement spike- depending on the deposited energy density. Defects are 

created ; their distribution and clustering, as well as their position relative 

to the implanted impurity: are determined by the parameters of the implantation 

(incident ion energy, target-to-projectile mass ratio...), at least at low tem

peratures. The correlation between atomic displacements and stopping ion motion 

favors the interaction of the impurity with the various types of damage it has 

created : the interaction probability presumably depends mostly on the kinema

tics of the energy-loss process and on the elastic effects described in the 

next paragraph. Hence, this process is an athermal impurity-defect interaction. 

At higher temperatures, when defect migration occurs, the specific features due 

5 



to the correlation between ion motion and lattice displacements tend to blur, 

and the features familiar, in uncorrelated damage experiments reappear* 

The effect of interactions between damage cascades on the formation 

of the impurity-defect complex should also be considered. The nature of the 

complex may be quite different when the implanted impurity interacts with its 

own defect cascade and when it interacts with damage produced while cascades 

overlap. Such overlap may occur either if defects.produced in one cascade are 

still mobile when a second one is produced in the immediate neighborhood, or 

if an incoming ion produces a cascade that overlaps the stable damage residue 
Q 

of a previous ion impact. The former situation leads to a dose-rate (and tem

perature) dependence of the impurity-damage interaction ; the latter to its 

dose-dependence (saturation effects are involved). This remark will be ampli

fied in Section 5. 

Hyperfine interaction experiments are well-suited to obtain informa

tion on the specific aspects of the impurity-defect complex when correlated 

damage production is involved, as shown in the following Sections. Sut it is 

useful to summarize beforehand the available information on both impurity-

interstitial and impurity-vacancy interactions. 

12 

It is generally agreed that the basic features of the impurity-

interstitial interaction may be understood in terms of linear elastic defor

mation theory. The elastic interaction energy then depends on the energy • 

stored in the defect strain field, which in turn is proportional Co the square 

of the local lattice expansion around the defect. Impurity-interstitial binding 

energies evaluated in this way are probably rather crude approximations,since 

the lattice distorsion around an interstitial are no longer in the linear elas

ticity range. Moreover, experimental results (see below) show that the binding 

energy depends on the geometry of the complex - a feature that is not taken 
6 



into account by the elementary theory . However,the theory does predict that 

impurities whose atomic radius is smaller than that of the host should inter

act strongly with interstitials ; binding energies of 0,5-1.0 eV have been cal-

14 culated for such cases. 

Conversely, elastic effects are large in impurity-vacancy interac

tions when the impurity atomic radius is larger than the host's. Elasticity 

theory then predicts impurity-vacancy binding energies between 0.05 and 0.30 

eV in noble metals. But electronic screening effects must also be considered. 

In order to provide charge neutrality in the metal, conduction electron scree

ning of the excess impurity charge takes place, leading to the familiar charge 

density oscillations around the impurity. Assuming that a vacancy is a zero-

valent impurity, its binding energy to other impurities may be computed. Such 

calculations predict that vacancies are attracted to polyvalent impurities in 

•y 

axmovalent hosts (the value ED'v0.03 Z is obtained for noble metals, where Z 
D 

is the charge difference between the impurity and the host) ; they also predict 

that indi-and trivalent metals, vacancies are attracted by impurities whose 

V valence is lower than the hosts* (E-'v-O.ûl Z for Al) and repelled by impurities 

whose valence is higher than that of the host. Typical binding energies compu

ted in this way vary from 0.02 to 0.10 eV (Table I). For the larger charge 

contrasts, these calculations -which are based on first-order perturbation 

theory are to be taken with some caution, 

2,2. Experimental results on the impurity-interstitial interaction 

2 18 

This subject has been reviewed * in considerable detail. Most re

sults were obtained in experiments on uncorrelated defect production (Method A 

above) : since interstitials are often mobile at law temperatures in metals, a 

dilute alloy is irradiated at temperatures below ̂  20K;isochronal annealing at 

increasing temperatures reveals the effects of interstitial capture and release 

7 



at impurities. Simultaneous Mossbauer- and resistivity-experiments * after 

neutron -or electron- irradiation have contributed considerable information on 

the impurity-interstitial complex configuration and on the corresponding binding 

energy. A specific advantage of Mos&bauer spectroscopy, when the experimental 

resolution is sufficient to resolve contributions due to different impurity 

sites, is the sensitivity of the Debye-Waller factor to the vibrational proper-
20 21 

ties of the complex. Swanson et al. have developed an exhaustive lattice 

location program to study the configuration of interstitials captured by diffe

rent impurities in Al and Cu after He ion irradiation at ^ AOK. The lattice 

location technique is specifically adapted to studies of well-defined impurity 

site configurations such as exist in these cases ; its results are far more dif

ficult to analyze when the impurity-defect interaction is more complex, as is 

often the case for vacancy-bound impurities. 

All results show that impurities with atomic radii smaller than that 

of the host trap interstitials in the "dumbbell11 configuration predicted by 

computer calculations. This geometry is stable up to Stage III (around room 

temperature in most metals), and the corresponding binding energy is typically 

1 eV. When the impurity is larger than the host» interstitials may still be 

trapped at impurities but the trapping configuration is usually ill -defined 

and binding energies are lower (typically 0.2-0.5 eV)> so that detrapping takes 

place in Stage II (frcm ̂  60 to ̂  200K). As a rule, calculations based on elas

tic strain theory do not reproduce the measured binding energies. 

2.3. Experimental results on the impurity-vacancy interaction 

FOJ.' uccorrelated defect production (Method A above), the impur it y-
12 

vacancy interaction has been studied by standard techniques which average 
over the whole sample : resistivity, lattice parameter and mechanical property 

22 
measurements in most cases. Quenching and thermal equilibrium experiments on 
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dilute or concentrated alloys have provided impurity-vacancy binding energies 

in a number of cases (Table I). However, there is considerable scatter among 

the values obtained for a given alloy (see» e.g., Al^Mg» £1_ Zn, Al_ In or 

Au Ag) : tbis reflects the differences between measuring techniques and 

- perhaps more significantly - the fact that the binding energies are obtained 

via rather complex model"- dependent analyses of experimental results. For 

comparison, Table I also includes calculated binding energies. The latter 

are usually considerably smaller than the former. 

The nature of the impurity-vacancy interaction appears to be for 

more complex, as a rule, when correlated defect production (Method B above) 

occurs. At high defect concentrations, combined lattice location and HFI re-
23 suits nay provide insight. This situation has been discussed -elsewhere. For 

low damage concentrations, HFI experiments alone have given interesting infor

mations in several cases* As in the present work, HFI spectra are measured via 

TDPAC during the parent nucleus lifetime (typically days) so that isochronal 

annealing experiment may be carried out and directly compared to resistivity 

results. The effect of the defect annealing stages on the impurity is then de-* 

duced. Similar studies may be performed in TDPAD in-line experiments if the 

nuclear time-window is accounted for (see Section 5 for a discussion). 

3. Experimental 

In all the experiments reported here, Ag foils were irradiated at 80K 

by high-energy a-particles, producing both radioactive In and radiation da

mage in the Ag lattice. The HFI of the 247 keV level of Cd (from the decay 

vas then studied by TDPAC before or after a sequence of anneals at 

temperatures up to 520K. 

9 



. 3.1- Irradiations 

All irradiations were carried out in the a-particle beam of the varia

ble energy cyclotron of CEN-Saclay. The target foil wac mounted on the cold 

finger of an independent liquid nitrogen cryostat which could be positioned ver

tically in or out of the irradiating beam, and which could be removed from the 

beam pipe vacuura (Figure 1). A I ram-thick Al diaphragm defined the beam spot on 

the target, and a Faraday cup monitored the a-particle beam current and the in

tegrated dose. The targets were high-purity (6N) polycrystalline Ag foils 

950K. 

The In nuclei were produced in situ by the Ag(a,2n) In nuclear 

reaction. The incident a-particle energy was 28 MeV ; the average energy in the 

24 
silver foil (̂  25 MeV) thus corresponded to the maximum cross-section (̂  Ibarr.) 

of the nuclear reaction. After the reaction, the In nuclei, recoil with an 

average energy of •v 1 MeV and decay by electron capture to Cd with a half-life 

of 65 hours-

3.2. TDPAC measurements 

The TDPAC measurements were performed on the 247 keV level of Cd 

(Fig.2). The 172 keV and 247 kcV yrays were detected in a triple Nal (T£) de

tector coincidence arrangement providing simultaneous counting at angles 6="iï 

and 6=if/2 with respect to the first radiation. Besides the obvious gain in 

counting-time, this system had the advantage of avoiding errors due to diffe

rences in occidental coincidence count-rates and to normalization oi the coin

cidence spectra. A rather standard fast-slow coincidence set-up vus used ; 

the time resolution for prompt y- ray s was typically 3.5 ns. All measurement:; 

were started 24 hours after the irradiation in order to allow the shorter-lived 

109 in? 
radioactivity of the In comportent (produced by the (o,2n) reaction on Ag) 



to decay ; typical count-rates then corresponded to *** 10 UCi.. 

3.3. Sample annealing 

Annecls below 300K were performed in the cryostat itself ; anneals 

above room temperature were carried out in an ion pump vacuum furnace (vacuum 

better than 10 torr). In the former case, the temperature was controlled to 

within about 5K ; the precision in the latttr case was better than IK. 

All TDPAC experiments were performed ot 80 K aliter annealing. 

4 . Results 

4.I* Analysis 

25 
The time-dependent angular correlation between the two Y radiations 

may be written 

w<e,t) = z A k k c^ct) Pk(cose> , 

where G., (t) contains the information on the perturbing'interaction. In the 

specific case of a quadrupole interaction in a polycrystalline sample (no pre

ferential direction), and for a cascade in which terras with k>2 are negligible, 

the time-dependent coefficient G^jCt) may be deduced from the coincidence count-

rate W(8,t) at angle G by forming the ra*_io 

*22 G

2 2

( C ) = r W ( 7 r ' t : ) " W ( 5 ' 0 ] ' i : W < ï » C ) + ï U ( ï ï ï t ) : ! " 1 » ( 1 ) 

where A22=-0.I80i0.002 is the angular correlation coefficient raeasurea in un

perturbed angular correlation experiments. 

Our spectra were analyzed by assuming a sum of static quadrupole in-

25 
temctions with axial symmetry : 

G 2 2(t> - >; s 2 n [a cos(nwot> + b c"
n° t+c] (2> 



This expression includes, three contributions : (i) a fraction a of the In 

nuclei interacts with a unique electric field gradient (quadrupole frequencyw ) ; 

(ii) a fraction b of the In nuclei interacts with a broad distribution of 

electric field gradients centered around zero frequency with a width O. A 

Lorcntzian distribution provided better fits to the experimental curves than a 

Gaussian distribution, but the difference is not of considerable importance ; 

(iii) a fraction c of the In nuclei are in an unperturbed environment. 

The normalization condition is obviously a+b+c«l. lu several cases, 

we tried to use either a second sharp frequency to1 or a frequency distribution 

centered around a non-2ero quadripole frequency w with a width 6 to fit the 

experimental spectra : this never improved the fit. 

A weighted least-squares fitting program was developed to fit the ex

perimental spectra. As seen in Eqn.(2), five parameters were to be determined 

froa the fit {and eight parameters when a second sharp frequency component was 

introduced). The parameters c and O" had by far the strongest influence on the 

quality of the fits. For this reason, and because of the difficulty in finding 

the uni que-frequency component in some spectra, we were led to first adjust c 

and o (the other parameters being held fixed) and to introduce the parameters a 

and W in a second step (and possible other components in further steps). It was 
2 

thus possible to control the improvident in the weighted variance X without los
ing track of the physical significance of the parameter change. In Table II, the 
values of x for the fits shown in Figs.4 and 5, are listed. 

4.2. Expérimental results 

To study the defect-inipurity interaction, the following experiments 

were performed : 

a) Silver targets were irradiated at 80K, at varying incident a-

12 



particle dose-rates : the. interaction between defect cascades was established . 

Figure 3 shows tbc dose-rate dependence of the parameters deduced from expres

sion (2). 

b) In order to study the temperature-dependence of the impurity-

damage interaction, TDPAC experiments were performed on silver samples bombar

ded at 80K by 28 MeV a-particlcs at different dose-rates, after these samples 

had been annealed at temperatures up to 520K. Figures 4 and £ show the experi

mental spectra. The annealing temperature dependence of the parameters deduced 

from (2) is presented in Figures 6 and 7 . 

c) Damage-free dilute alloys of A& In were obtained by a-particle 

irradiation of Ag followed by annealing at 950K. They were then irradiated at 

SOK by oc-particles below the nuclear reaction threshold energy (the bombarding 

energy was 14 MeV) in order to avoid correlated damage production. Irradiations 

were carried out at various dose-rates. These samples were annealed up to 520IC 

in order to compare the temperature-dependence of the uncorrelated damage-

impurity interaction with the evolution found in experiments b- Part of these 

results were reported previously . Figure 8. shows the annealing temperature-

dependence of the parameters deduced from expression (2). 

5. Discussion 

S 12 —2 — I 

We have shown previously that at low dose-rate (0.52x10 ct.cm s )» 

a recoiling In nucleus only interacts with defects from its own damage cas

cade, uhile af: Higher dose-rate it also interacts with damage from other casca

des. The interaction occurs during the time interval initiated by In particle 

slowing-down and terminating by the collapse into a static defect arrangement of 

the In-induced damage cascade. The low dose-rate results will be discussed 

first in the light of the present understanding of impurity-defect interactions 
13 



in metals. We wil l then address ourselves to the interact ion between damage cas 

cades observed in high dose-rate experiments. 

5*1 . Low dose-rate experiments 

Assuming axial symmetry, the e l e c t r i c f ield gradient (EFG) V pro

duced by a defect-induced breakdown of cubic symmetry around the Cd impurity 

25 in Ag i s obtained fron the quadrupole frequency W : 

60V 

o " i î 41(21-1) l*} 

«here Q is the quadrupole moment and I the spin of the perturbed intermediate 

level in ' Cd. Using the most recent estimate of Q= (0.83+0.16) b , an EFG of 

5x10 V.cm is deduced for Cd sites submitted to the highest quadrupole 

frequency in the spectra of Pig-6 . This rather high EFG» and the fact that the 

corresponding quadrupole frequency is well-defined, suggest that the perturba

tion is due to a defect trapped in the nearest neighborhood of the In nuclei . 

On the other hand» the broad distribution centered around zero frequency suggests 

that for the aajority of Cd iiipurities, defects are statistically distributed 

at varying distances from each impurity. •• 

These features -a well-defined» high-frequency quadrupole interaction J/, 

affecting a rather small fraction of the probe nuclei while a majority are sub

mitted to a distribution of fairly low-frequency quadrupole interactions- are /£: 

coaaon to all the irradiation-induced impurity-defect interactions studied by \M 

HFI to date. In-line TDPAD experiments on Cd in Pd, at temperatures between M 

6 1 
20K and 300K and at dose-rates coaparable to ours, yielded results very similar ^ 

•H 
to those reported here (a = 0.035 with w - 8 7 MHz, and b - 0.965 with a broad tea- é il perature-dependent frequency distribution centered around zero). A quadrupole '' 

7 111 '"7 

frequency of 86 Miz was also found for 2 0 1 of the Cd nuclei recoiling in • 
Fd after neutron irradiation at 4.6K, and this contribution renained constant 

14 I. 
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up to 235K. Annealing studies of In isotope separator-implanted into Ft , 

Cu , or Ni at various temperatures again revealed a sharp high-frequency 

component in the same range. 

The nature of the trapped defect was the subject of some discussion. 

Interstitial Pd trapping on Cd was assumed in Ref.7, based on the annealing 

stages in TDPÀD spectra and on the fact that in-beam experiments introduce a 
—8 ! 11 

very short time window (at* JO s) due to the production of the Cd excited 

state, so that defect mobility is only observable if the defect jump time is 

comparable to this interval. The drops in the value of a around J50K and 1400K 

were ascribed to interstitial and vacancy migration respectively, on the basis 

- of the migration energy values deduced from defect motion frequencies at those 

temperatures (the values obtained were close to the migration energies of inter-* 
32 „ 33 

stitials and vacancies obtained from resistivity experiments al 35K and 

-500K). This interpretation vas in contradiction to our result of Ref.8 : since 

no defect trapping by In nuclei was observed at 80K -where interstitials 

alone are mobile- the only explanation of our results was that the trapped de

fects were vacancies. This is confirmed by the annealing stage found at 35OK 

(see below). A similar interpretation was given for the neutron-irradiation Pd_ 

Cd results and for the results of Refs.29-31. ;h e existence of vacancy-

father than the interstitial-) trapping on the In impurity can be explained 

by the elastic interaction properties. Only undersized impurities are efficient 

34 

for interstitial atom trapping and In is larger than all the host atoms refer

red to so far. In fact, the capture radius of Ag interstitials by the In impu-
35 

rity in A£ In alloys was measured in resistivity experiments and found to be 

very small (it is only 5-102 of the interstitial-v-icancy capture radius). On 

the other hand, interstitial trapping has been suggested to account for recent 

TOPAC results ou electron-irradiated Al̂  . Ag alloys» Interstitial-impurity 

trapping is indeed liklier in this case since Ag is definitely smaller than Al. 
15 



Ill 36 
The results of TDPAC expérimente on quenched Al Xn alloys probably warrant 

separate discussion. A sharp frequency component is again found (at 132 MHz) ; 

from annealing results, it is ascribed to divacancy trapping at the impurity* 

This result could be understood in terms of the specific features of quenching 

experiments which -except in cases where the quenching speed is particularly 

high- often do not reproduce the expected high-temperature vacancy concentra

tion, but produce a rather high divacancy population. 

The broad distribution of EFG may be ascribed to vacancies and vacancy-

clusters randomly distributed around the In impurities. Since the implanted 

impurity has a fairly large chance of stopping inside its own damage 

37 
cascade, we expect. to find it in the vacancy-rich "depleted zone" at 80K (see 

below). This is consistent with the TDPAC annealing results of Fig-6 which may 

be compared to the evolution of defect annealing properties in Ag as deduced 

from resistivity experiments on samples prepared in a comparable way. Anneal

ing studies after electron irradiation do not suffice, since only point de

fects arc created in such irradiations. Fast neutrons, however, produce recoils 

39 

with maximum transferred energies similar to ours. Burger et al. have irra

diated Ag at 4.2K with neutrons and performed isochronal annealing experiments 

up to 400K. From 80K to 200K, they observe a slow decrease ascribed to rearran

gement processes, particularly of small interstitial clusters. The existence 

of such clusters -which form at the onset of interstitial nubility (y 30ÏC in 

Ag) and remain stable up to ̂  20OK- is now rather veil documented. We suggest 

that when they become unstable, the released intcrstitials may partially anni

hilate the vacancies (atfd/or vacancy clusters) distributed around In impu

rities. The narrowing of the EFG distribution at % 200K is due to this Minimi

sation of the disorder around In (Fig.6). The drop in the value of a cannot 

35 
be explained by free interstitial migration, which occurs near 30K in silver. 



39 
The re-increase of O above *̂  200K occurs at the divacancy mobility threshold: 

we suggest that the EFG distribution broadening is due to the growth of vacancy 

39 
in clusters by divacancy capture in the impurity vicinity. Vacancy migration sets 

at ̂  300K, so that the EFG distribution broadens as vacancy clusters continue to 

grow ï as a result of this vacancy trapping, an increasing fraction c of impuri

ties are left in an unperturbed environment. 

These processes do not affect the impurity-vacancy complex (Fig.6, 

upper curve). A chance in the value of w only occurs at *\» 35ÛK, Assuming 

that this change is due to simple de trapping , it is easy to 

V 
deduce the complex binding energy E„ from our low dose-rate annealing experi

ments under the simplifying assumption of an uniform impurity and defect dis

tribution. Applying chemical rai 

vacancy complex S can be written 

tribut ion. Applying chemical rate theory, the dissociation of tl:̂  impurity-

f--KS W 

where K is the rate constant of the reaction. Writing out K, the solution of 

CO is : 

S - S o exp[-zvt exp{-(E^+Eg)/UT}] (5) 

where S is the initial .concentration of complexes» z the number of combinations 

y 
for the dissociation of the complex, V the vacancy jump frequency and E_, the 

V V 
vacancy migration energy. This leads to a value of K..+E = 1.17 (12) eV. With 

the known ' value of E^~0.83(5) eV, we obtain Efl«=0.34(15) cV,This value may 

be compared to other experimental and calculated iupurity-vacancy binding energies 

(Table I ) . U J 

However, i f simple dotrappingoccurred, the In environment: should 

presumably be cubic and to should drop to zero a t **» 350K. The fact that w 

takes a new well-defined value without any change in the fraction a could i nd i -



cat"- that the impurity-vacancy complex is in fact geo:n;tric<.lly rearranged at 

29 31 
350K.. Sm^e the same effects are apparently seen ï.n Pt and Ni , we suggest 

that our discussion also applies to those cases. 

The in-bcam results of Kef.6 remain to be reconciled with this in

terpretation. We suggest that the high-frequency component observed in these 

experiments is also due to an impurity-vacancy interaction. The source of this 

interaction could be luttice strain effects occuring bcLveen the stopping Cd 

atoms and vacancies formed in their recoil cascades (or accumulated by the ir

radiation), even in the absence of thermal vacancy mobility. At irradiation 

temperatures where vacancy mobility sets in, it may compete with clastic 

trapping. The important parameter- would still be the impurity-vacancy binding 

energy, whose value determines the temperature at which defects are released 

and qitadrupolc frequencies modified. 

It is remarkable that both the frequency and amplitude of the high-

frequency component « are essentially the same for Cd in Fd, Pt and Ag. The 

electronic structures of these three hosts differ considerably, while all three 

have f.c.c. lattices with very siailar lattice spacings : we surmise that struc

tural effects dominate, and that the observed quadrupole frequency is due to the 

sue, well-defined geometry of the impurity-vacancy interaction in all cases. 

The probability of an In «tost interacting with an isolated vacancy is 

presumably larger if the In impurity does not end up inside the heart of the 

damage cascade after slowing down. It is thus interesting to relate the position 

37 of the stopped ion to its own daaage distribution. Westmoreland and Sigaund 

have attempted an approximate calculation of the corresponding correlation 

function, and of the probability P of finding the stopped ion outside of its 

dsaage cascade* The value deduced for our case froa their calculation (P*20-

30Ï) is larger than the observed values of a^ 6-1QX , but the result is rather 

18 



encouraging in view of the approximations made (and of the fact that P is cal

culated for a cascade "size" corresponding to one standard deviation in the 

damage distribution). 

42 Vacancy trapping could be ascribed tc replacement collisions at the 

end of the impurity slowing down process : a fraction of the impurities may find 

themselves with a nearest neighbor vacancy in a given direction. A similar me

chanise (in an ordered compound) vas discussed in Ref.43. 

5-2. High dose-rate experiments 

The strong influence of the a-particle irradiation dose-rat^ is evi-
1 2 - 2 - 1 1 2 - 7 

denced by the comparison of Fig.4 (0.52x10 a.era .s ) and Fig. 5 (7x10 ct.cni '. 
s ) . Fig. 5 shot's that even before annealing, no high frequency component is 

111 

obtained after high do;;o-ratc irradiation. We conclude that In impurity-

vacancy trapping dees not occur here. Moreover (see Fig-7 ) when the dose-rate 

increaocs, «it 80K the parameter 0 decreases (indicating a decrease in the dis

order due to vacancies and vacancy-loops around In impurities) while the 

fraction of unperturbed nuclei increases. In a previous paper , this dose-rate 

effect was ascribed to the existence (at high dose-rates) of dynamic interac

tions between defect cascades. This concept needs specification. A defect cas-
42 cade is usually defined as the kinematical process of energy deposition by 

the incoming particle in cases where no defects are mobile, i.e. at very low 

temperature. Here» we will loosen this definition considerably by including 

the diffusion process of mobile defects following this kinematic process. In 

our experiments, since only interstitials arc mobile at GOK, experimental re

sults may be explained by considering that a large number of vacancies created 

by In impurities are annihilated by migrating intevstitials from other cas

cades before they collapse into a static defect arrangement. 
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To our knowludge, the interaction between defect cascades has never 

been studied in detail. An effect of irradiation dose-rate was already observed 

in TDPAC experiments on Cd nuclei recoil-implanted in Ag after room-

temperature a-particle irradiation at very high beam currents (0.5-10 J.IA as 

compared to 0.015-0.2 pA in our experiments). The large discrepancy between 

their results and our highest dose-rate results is probably due to the diffe

rence in irradiation temperature (vacancies are mobile at room-temperature in 

silver), so that no clear conclusion can be drawn from the comparison of the 

two sets of experiments. In a very different context, dose and dose-rate ef

fects were found in lattice-location and I1F1 experiments on ion-implanted alloys 

But the impurity and defect concentrations are very much higher in such experi-

«nenLs, so that cascades essentially always interact. Other techniques do not 

provide much more information about the possible interaction between defect 

cascades• 

A mean "cascade size" value (according to the cascade definition 

given above) may be estimated from our experiments. Assuming that migrating 

interstitials are responsible for the interaction between defect cascades ob

served in high dose-rate experiments, the mean "cascade size" at temperature T 

is calculated by comparing the mean distance d which may be covered by free in

terstitial s during the (temperature-dependent) rearrangement time T cf the cas

cade and the mean distance D bctveen two cascades created during time T. Assum

ing that the interaction between damage cascades occurs when diD and that the 

•iniaun dose-rate value for which this interaction takes place is Iiu- 1.04x10 
*"2 —I 8 9 

a.cm .s' , a value of the "cascade size" i» 10 -10 atoms may be deduced at 
80K, using the interstitial migration energy value F*» 0.088(1) cV obtained 

n 35 fro» resistivity experiments . Although there is no direct relation between 
44 the size of the vacancy-clusters observed in electron microscopy experiments 



and the structure of the cascades from which they are formed, conclusions re

garding the cascade volume may be obtained in pure metals. Resistivity experi-

45 

nenti. on self-ion bombarded samples have been analyzed in terms of the effec

tive volume in which close pair recombination takes place. For silver irradiated 

at I0K with 5>'*0 keV silver ions, a cascade volume involving *v 10 atoms was 

thus deduced, in reasonable agreement with the energy deposition volume calcu

lated in Rcf.37. Our results cannot be directly compared to those, since the 

"cascade" considered here includes the diffusion process of mobile defects* A 

study of the temperature-dependence of D (at constant dose-rate) could presu

mably be extrapolated to the T>0 value and then compared with Rcfs-37 and 45. 

6. Conclusion 

Byperfine interaction experiments are a very sensitive means of stu

dying the interaction between impurities and defects in metals. The TDPAC and 

TDPAD experiments provide a wcll-dcfiued signal when a vacancy is trapped in 

the nearest neighbor position of a radioactive impurity and are also sensitive 

to the defect distribution around the impurity. Such experiments are complemen-
2 tary to the Hossbauer experiments performed on interstitial-trapping impurities 

The annealing behaviour of the impurity-defect interaction in low 

dose-rate experiments (where a In impurity interacts with its own damage 

cascade) allowed to establish by comparison with many other experiments that 

the small ("u 6%) fraction of In impurities experiencing a high (*> 85 Mllz) 

quadrupolc frequency have trapped a monovacancy after irradiation at 80K. 

The remaining impurities sense a broad distribution of EFG centered 

«round aero presumably due to the presence of vacancies and vacancy-clusters 

statistically distributed at further distances around impurities. No increase 
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in the impurity-vacancy trapping is observed during annealing. The binding 
V energybetwcen the In impurity and a vacancy vas found to be E_ *= 0-34±0.15 eV. 

At high dose-rates, no impurity-vacancy trapping takes place. Our ex

periments reveal a dose-rate effect, which we ascribe to dynamic interactions 

between defect "cascades" (including interstitial diffusion). A value of the 
• ft 9 

nenn "cascade volume of the order of 10D-I0 atoms is deduced from our results. 

Similar experiments at au irradiation température whure no defects 

arc mobile (below 10K) uould provide an interesting check on the interpretation 

of the dose-rate effect in terms of defect cascade interaction. On the other 

hand, uncorrected defect creation at liquid helium temperature in an undamaged 

A& In alloy (similar to Mossbauer experiments on A_j_ Co alloy ) would allow 
a careful study of the. trapping (and detrapping) of different types of point 

defects by (and from) impurities. 
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f: 

Table captions 

Table I : Impurity-vacancy binding energies E_ in various hosts. 

Column 3 gives theoretical values obtained from electronic 

[E] and elastic [L] calculations. 

Column 4 gives experimental values : the technique of 

2 Table IX : Weighted variance X of the least squares fit of Eon.(2) to the 

TDFAC spectra presented in Figs. 4 and 5. 

M 
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•oat I ^ u r i e j E," theor.(eV) E, «»1>- <«v> 

A» 0.06 [E] 

C- 0.06 [E] 

Ha 0.03 IE] 

Ht 0.03 [E] 

Su 0.03 (E] 

2» 0.03 IEJ 

In 0.0IE.IJ 

Si - 0.03 [E] 

Ce - 0.03 [E] 

O.M(3)llC]* - 0.25(6)tRJ b 

« 0.10 [IC] C - O.I6(3)iR] < > - 0.20C5) [R]" 

O.lottHK]' - 0.24(4)[R]' - 0.27(2)[ll] , > 

< 0.01[lC) i-0.20(5)[EB] i-0.29(3HR)''-0.35(5)lEH) 

0.22(«)lR) t -<0.30[H]*-0.35(5)U)' , -0.«6(5)[l l] ' ! 

O.O19(«)[PA] o-0.08(3>lR] I'-0.>«(*)lR]''-u.2l<4HR] 8 

O.I2(»)[T0pACj''-0.]7<3)[EH] t-O.25(*)[R]B-O.42(*HR] k 

O.I2(2)lPA]*-0.I2(5)[E«]'-O.20W)[LC]°-O.30(2)[R] 1' 

0.2«(5)[RJ V-0.34(aHR] 1' 
j0 .02[H] , -<O.O6[H] V -0.13(l)tR] , -0. l8(4>[R] s 

« 
» i 

0.06 (El O.I7(10)[PA]" 
5 0.10 IPA]** 

O.09[E)-0.19[L] J 0.20 (TDPAD)*b 

0.03[E)-0.17[U O.I5(4)[R]*C 

0.06(E)-0.09[L) 0.24(4)[R]"-0.3«(I5)[TI>PAC]" 

O.OIE] 0.20<5>[R]" 
0.02(1] 0.05(3>f»]* 1-0.30(IO)lRJ* 8 

(EH] Electron aicroecopy 

(PA] Positron annihilation 

[M] Ifiesnauer e f fect 

[IDPAC(D)] Off ( in ) - l ine differential perturbed engulér corrélation 

W 

*£R] Electrical r « i « t i v i t y •--.'} 

[LCJ LeoEth m.à l a t t i c e p i ï i » t « chante .fi 

IEL] Elas t ic i ty ! j ; : | | 
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Irradiation 
—2 *~1 dose-rate (a.cm .B ] 

Annealing 

.temperature 
x2 

0.52xl012 80K 1.12 

- I50K 1.92 

- 200K 1.37 

- 300K 1.10 

- «OK 1.07 

- 520K 1.09 

I.04xl012 80K 1.21 

7.00xI012 80K 1.33 

- 200K 1.07 

- 300K 1.44 

- 450K 1.31 

-

Table II 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1 : Liquid nitrogen irradiation cryostat. 

Figure 2 : Simplified decay scheme of In. 

Figure 3 : Dose-rate dependence of parameters in Eqn.(2), deduced fro* weighted 

least-squares fit of spectra in Fig,5 and Fig.6. Solid lines are 

only to guide the eye. 

Figure 4 : TDPAC spectra for Cd in silver after low dose-rate (0.52x10 
-2 -I 

cm. s ) a-par t i d e irradiation at 80K, followed by annealing at 

increasing températures T. Solid l ines are weighted least-squares 

f i t s to Eqn.(2) of text. 

Figure 5 * TDPAC spectra for Cd in si lver after high dose-rate (7.0x10 
—2 "1 

ca i ) n-particle irradiation at 80K, followed by annealing at 

'increasing temperatures T. Solid l ines arc weighted least-squares 

f i t s to Eqn.(2) of text. 

Figure f : Annealing temperature dependence of parameters in Eqn.(2), deduced 

from weighted least-squares f i t of spectra in Fig.5 (low a-particle 

dose-rate). Solid l ines are only to guide the eye. 

Figure 7 : Annealing temperature dependence of parameters in Eqn.(2), deduced 

from weighted least-squares f i t of spectra in Fig.6 (high a-particle 

dose-rate). Solid l ines arc only to guide the eye. 

n 



Figure 8 : Annealing température dependence of parameters inEqn.(2), deduced 

fro* weighted least-square» fit of TDPAC apectra obtained after ct-

particle irradiation of daaage-frce dilute Ag In alloy» at 80K, 

' below the nuclear reaction threshold (Et M HeV) -see i3.2,C-
1 9 - 2 - 1 1 

Upper curve : low doae-rate (0.52x10 ct.cn 7» ) I 
1 2 — 2 — 1 • 

Lower curve» : high doae-rata (7.0 xlO o.cn 7s ) j 
Drawn lioea are only to guide the eye. 1 
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